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Long long ago ,before the second war ,when my grandma Elizabeth was young, life used to be very
different from what is it today.There was no television, no computers and no cell phones, so children used to
play outside much more than they do today. They used to climb trees , play games like hide and seek and catch
me if you can and of course they used to read much more than the average child do today ,they were
misbehaving at times of course but in the whole children used to show more respect to their elders than is
common today.
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-Schools were much stricter in those times and after playing outside the teacher would inspect their hands to
make sure that they were clean. Children with dirty hands have to stay in class during break and write out lines
about the importance of clean hands! Boys learnt woodwork in school and girls used to learn how to cook
simple meals.
– My grandma always says that some things are meant to be remembered that is the reason why God gave us
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PART ONE :Reading comprehension

n.
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memories.

Read the text carefully then do the following tasks

1-my best memories
young
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TASK ONE: Choose the most appropriate title

2-childhood memories

3- life in the past

(02 pts)
4-when my grandma was

( 03pts)
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TASK TWO : answer the following questions
1-How did children use to have fan outside?
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2-Did children use to disrespect their elders?
3- What did pupils use to learn at school?
TASK THREE: what do these words mean? choose the right word

(02pts)

1-Remember =
a- understand

b-enjoy

c-recall

d-forget

2-Strict
a- Simple

b- regular

c- severe
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d-easy-going
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Mastery of language :

(07pts)

TASK ONE Rewrite the following passage using the suitable tense

(02 pts)

Two centuries ago, people (to travel) from country to country using camels,there (not to be) bathrooms and

s

running water in many houses and people (to have)to work much harder.Nowadays,life (to become) more easier
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and faster but we can’t decide whether it’s also better.

1- People used to were healthy, they rarely had diseases.
2-In the past, people didn’t used to wear jeans or casual clothes.

(03 pts)
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TASK TWO: Spot the mistakes and write the corrected sentences on your answer sheet

3- Our grandmothers used to cook meals in ovens made in clay and wood.
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TASK THREE :In each list, pick out the word with a different vowel sound.
1-First – serve-curve- set

PART TWO: Situation of integration
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2-Actor-painter-fur-about

(02 pts)
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-it is “Ynnayer ” and you are celebrating the Amazigh year in your school , your teacher asks you to
prepare a dialogue between an old woman and her grandson about life in the past in your region to act it as a
role play in the ceremony.
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- complete the following dialogue using: semi model verb used to /verbs in the simple past
The Grandson: tell me grandma,………………………………….?
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Grandma: yes life in the past was very difficult, we were colonized and most of the Algerians were poor.
The Grandson : What did you use to eat?
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Grandma :……………………………………………………………………………………
The Grandson What did men and women use to wear?

Grandma ……………………………………………………………………………………….
The Grandson: ……………………………………………………………………………?

Grandma : No we didn’t use to have big houses, we use to share one room , no bathroom or kitchen.
The Grandson: Did you use to go to school?
Grandma …………………………………………………………………….
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The Grandson How did you use to spend your free time ?
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Grandma :…………………………………………………………………………..
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